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Versatile graphene oxide nanosheets via covalent
functionalization and their applications
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Even though many graphene derivatives that are atomically thin two-dimensional structures, such as

graphene oxide (GO), have triggered enormous interest in the scientific and industrial communities

owing to their easy synthesis and mass production, there is inevitable degradation of their properties

compared to pristine graphene. This is because the sp2-carbon lattice of chemically oxidized GO is

transformed into sp3-defect sites with various oxygen-containing functional groups. However, from a

synthetic chemistry perspective, GO can become a robust and versatile carbon scaffold with utilizable

surface functional groups via a variety of synthetic methods. In this regard, covalent functionalization

with a diverse set of molecules on the surface of GO can not only recover diminished electrical and

physical properties but also improve its overall performance in applications. In this review, we focus on

the covalent functionalization of GO and present various strategies to control its dispersibility,

conductivity, and catalytic activity toward potential applications. We anticipate that graphene chemistry

will offer opportunities for designing multifunctional nanocomposites for future development in the

materials science and device engineering areas.

1. Introduction

Sustainability is becoming the most important aspect when
developing new materials and applications. Carbon-based
materials are considered paradigmatic examples of sustainabil-
ity due to their high surface area, scalable production, tunable
surface chemistry, and environmentally benign properties. In
this regard, carbon-based materials have remained at the
forefront of many fields from nanotechnology to devices and
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are receiving increasing attention as part of the imminent
‘Carbon Age’.1–4

Among the allotropes of the mother element, such as
graphite, diamond, and fullerenes, much interest has been
focused on carbon nanotubes and graphene with anisotropic
one- and two-dimensional structures, respectively, with sp2-
conjugated carbon atoms densely packed in a honeycomb
crystal lattice.5,6 These unique chemical structures provide a
broad spectrum of outstanding properties, such as extremely
high mechanical strength, high thermal conductivity, high
stability, and rich electronic properties.7,8

To utilize carbon nanomaterials more efficiently, non-
covalent functionalization has been widely exploited,9 based
on the van der Waals forces10–12 and p–p interactions13–15 with
organic molecules or polymers. Because of this relative weak
non-covalent interaction, non-covalently functionalized carbon
nanomaterials often suffer from poor dispersibility in common
organic solvents and other materials, which poses critical
challenges for practical applications.16,17 On the other hand,

covalent modification can offer a robust approach toward
the preparation of GO derivatives with desired applications.
To address these issues, a covalent chemistry approach can be
employed to modify the surfaces of carbon nanomaterials for
the reliable synthesis of carbon derivatives.18,19 Furthermore,
covalent functionalization of carbon nanomaterials can offer a
powerful means to tailor the physical and chemical properties,
providing them more practical opportunities for diverse appli-
cations. In this context, graphene oxide (GO) is an attractive
alternative to pristine graphene due to its diverse function-
alities, which can potentially provide great opportunity for
further modifications. GO nanosheet with various reactive
functional groups such as carboxylic acid, epoxide, or hydroxyl
groups are prerequisites, which are generated by oxidation of
graphite with strong oxidants and subsequent exfoliation of the
resulting graphite oxide.20–23 In 1859, Brodie first synthesized
GO by adding potassium chlorate to graphite with fuming nitric
acid.24 After that, Hummers’ method has commonly used in the
synthesis of GO with potassium permanganate and sodium
nitrate in concentrated sulfuric acid.20 The most widely
accepted model for GO is based on Lerf and Klinowski’s model,
which contains an sp2-hybridized carbon region and oxygen-
containing functional groups on the surface.25

The high degree of functionalization of GO via its multitude
of epoxide, hydroxyl, and carboxylic acid groups makes it
suitable for further derivatization.22,26 In particular, significant
efforts have been focused on the covalent functionalization of
GO via exploiting classical organic transformations to tune the
material’s physicochemical properties, comparing to modifica-
tion of chemically inert graphene.19,27 Unlike non-covalent
functionalization, covalent chemistry can offer a more robust
approach toward the preparation of GO derivatives with the
desired molecules to tailor the properties of pristine GO for
target applications. Moreover, the electrical properties and sp2

lattice of GO could be partially recovered through either the
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thermal treatments or chemical reduction. Specifically, thermal
annealing under reductive environments and chemical
reduction with strong reducing agents such as hydrazine,28,29

metal hydrides,30 and HI31 are widely employed to provide a
promising alternative toward the large-scale synthesis of GO
nanosheets with improved electrical properties.32,33

While the properties and application of GO have been
extensively reviewed so far, in this review, we aim to cover the
recent progress in the covalent functionalization of GO and its
subsequent applications (Fig. 1). Specifically, we address how
chemical modification can tune the properties of GO, such as

dispersibility, electrical and thermal conductivity, and catalytic
activity, toward realizing the desired application.

2. Covalent functionalization

Functionalization of GO is categorized into two parts: edge-
group and basal-plane modification of GO nanosheets (Fig. 2).

2.1 Edge-group modification

In most approaches, carboxylic acid groups are transformed
into active sites and used for conversion into esters or amides
(Fig. 2b). In general, carboxylic acid groups on GO nanosheets
can be activated by using thionyl chloride (SOCl2) to produce
the reactive intermediate, acyl chloride, for further condensa-
tion reactions.34–36 Furthermore, the carboxylic acid group can
be activated by coupling agents such as 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethyl-
aminopropyl)carbodiimide (EDC),37–39 or N,N0-dicyclohexyl-
carbodiimide (DCC),40 followed by condensation with nucleophilic
alcohols or amines, typically in excess, to proceed the reaction.
In carbodiimide coupling chemistry, GO is exfoliated in a polar
solvent (typically N,N0-dimethylformamide (DMF), 1-methyl-2-
pyrrolidinone (NMP), or water) and then treated with
an activator such as 4-dimethylaminopyridine (DMAP) or
N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS).

As a representative example, our group has widely employed
EDC chemistry for the modification of carboxylic acid groups.39,41–45

For example, the carboxylic acids in GO can be replaced with
amine groups through the formation of amides using various
amines such as ethylenediamine and ethanolamine. Further-
more, a multitude of macromolecules can be employed for the
edge functionalization of GO nanosheet, including chitosan,

Fig. 1 A schematic representation of the utilization of GO derivatives
prepared by covalent functionalization.

Fig. 2 Representative types of reactions for the functionalization of GO nanosheets. (a) A schematic of the various functional groups present on the GO
surface, (b) edge-group functionalization based on carboxyl and hydroxyl groups, and (c) basal-plane modification based on epoxide groups and the
graphitic plane of GO.
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poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG), polydiacetylenes (PDA), polyacryl-
amide (PAM), polyurethane (PU), and poly(methyl methacrylate)
(PMMA).46–48 Successful functionalization of the carboxylic acid
groups on the GO nanosheets was confirmed via Fourier-
transform infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR) and X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS) measurements. In the FT-IR spectra, the peak
intensity of the carboxyl groups was considerably decreased after
the coupling reaction with amines, whereby the peak at around
1640 cm�1 signified the formation of amide bonds. In addition,
XPS measurements confirmed that distinct peaks of heteroa-
toms such as N and S appeared after functionalization, indicat-
ing the presence of the desired molecules covalently
incorporated on the GO nanosheets.

Besides esterification or amide formation of carboxylic acid
groups, the hydroxyl groups can be functionalized using cou-
pling chemistry.49 For example, Zhang group demonstrated
that the hydroxyl group of GO could serve as the nucleophile
and condense with the carboxylic acid using coupling
chemistry. At first, hydroxyl groups can be capped with S-1-
dodecyl-S0-(a,a0-dimethyl-a00-acetic acid)trithiocarbonate (DDAT)
molecules through DCC coupling. After that, poly(N-vinylcarbazole)
was grafted onto the DDAT-functionalized GO. Furthermore, the
hydroxyl groups can react with trialkoxysilanes or alkyltrichlor-
osilanes to afford siloxy linkage.50–52 It is also worth noting that
Swager group reported the covalent functionalization of hydroxyl
groups through a Claisen rearrangement (Fig. 2b).53 Allylic
alcohol groups are converted into vinyl allyl ethers by using
N,N-dimethylamide groups that are then transformed into
the corresponding carboxylate. As a result, these functionalized
GO derivatives have dramatically increased solubility in
aqueous media.

2.2 Basal plane modification

Another route for modifying GO is derivatization of the basal
plane of GO nanosheets through ring-opening reactions invol-
ving epoxy functional groups with strong nucleophiles in polar
solvents.39 For example, Swager group demonstrated that mal-
ononitrile carbanions can form C–C bonds with the epoxy
groups of GO (Fig. 2c).54 Successful modification was con-
firmed via XPS analysis, which showed that N was incorporated
at around 3.4% during the addition of malononitrile to GO and
indicates that the alkyl nitrile groups were bound to the
surfaces of the GO nanosheets. Similarly, ethylene glycol (EG)
can be functionalized through the nucleophilic reaction
between epoxy and hydroxyl groups under strongly basic
conditions.39 The functionalized GO derivatives exhibited two
additional peaks at 2966 and 2865 cm�1 in FT-IR spectra,
indicating asymmetric and symmetric stretching modes of
C–H bonds from the ethylene spacer group in EG, respectively.
In addition, atomic force microscopy (AFM) images demon-
strate that the thickness of GO nanosheet after chemical
modification was similar to that of pristine GO, reflecting the
mild nature of this synthetic protocol.

Furthermore, highly reactive intermediates such as aryl
diazonium salts, carbenes, and nitrenes can be directly func-
tionalized on the aromatic basal plane of GO.55 Especially,

diazonium chemistry has been widely employed to functiona-
lize the surface of graphene with aryl diazonium salts. Under
acidic conditions, the diazonium salt forms an aryl cation by
releasing N2 gas, while the graphene lattice provides an elec-
tron for the aryl diazonium ion that is readily incorporated to
the sp2-carbon network.56 Through this reaction, the sp2 hybri-
dization of basal plane could be changed to sp3 upon functio-
nalization. Tour group was the first to demonstrate that various
aromatic moieties can be introduced on chemically reduced GO
(rGO) nanosheets.57 Since diazonium salts can react with the
graphitic lattice on the basal plane of GO, pristine GO is
reduced with hydrazine to recover the sp2-hybridized graphitic
lattice followed by chemical functionalization.58 Functional
groups of GO improved dispersion stability dramatically in
DMF, NMP, and N,N0-dimethylacetamide (DMAC) even under
centrifugation forces.39

Click chemistry has been successfully applied in material
modification due to its advantages such as excellent functional
group tolerance and high selectivity, quantitative yield, and
high fidelity under mild experimental conditions with a wide
range of chemical species.59,60 In 2010, Wu group introduced
the click chemistry to functionalize graphene.61 First, azido-
terminated polystyrene (PS) was prepared, and GO nanosheets
were then functionalized by using propargyl alcohol through
acylation. Then, the click reaction was proceeded between
alkyne-functionalized GO and azido-terminated PS with
copper bromide as the catalyst, which afforded PS-grafted GO
nanosheets. After this early investigation, various molecules
and polymers have since been anchored to the graphene
nanosheets by exploiting click chemistry.62–65

As we have described in this section, a variety of organic
transformations can be readily applied to realize the covalent
functionalization of GO nanosheets via the introduction of
various molecules.

3. Dispersibility

The dispersibility of GO in various aqueous and organic sol-
vents is critical for expanding its potential for use in a wide
variety of applications.66 Although the rich oxygen functionality
of GO enables its innate dispersion stability in aqueous media,
it limits its dispersity in most non-polar organic solvents.
To address this challenge, the covalent modification of the
surface of GO nanosheets can offer stable GO dispersion in
various solvents. The interactions between the solvents and the
functional groups introduced reduces the intersheet hydrogen
bonding and van der Waals forces between GO nanosheets,
thereby increasing the colloidal stability in solvents. For example,
sulfanilic acid group was chemically incorporated into GO
nanosheets, which resulted in a superior dispersibility in water
due to ionic repulsion. On the other hand, polar and non-polar
groups introduced into GO nanosheets can induce dipole–dipole
and van der Waals interaction with polar and non-polar solvents,
respectively. The primary purpose of this section is to present the
dispersion behavior of GO in various solvents in the context of
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covalent functionalization. Specifically, the dispersion stability of
GO in lubricating oils is also described, which is relevant to
tribological applications of GO nanosheets, by exploiting the weak
van der Waals interactions between adjacent graphene lamellae.

3.1 Aqueous suspension

GO prepared by using oxidizing graphite flakes with strong acid
offers a layered morphology with various oxygen functionalities
on the periphery of the graphitic planes that disrupt the
stacking of multilayered GO nanosheets. Dispersions of
the resulting highly functionalized GO are stable in aqueous
solvents. However, when the oxygen functionalities are
removed in the preparation of rGO, the graphene nanosheets
lose their water solubility and eventually undergo irreversible
aggregation. Therefore, additional processing steps are often
required to produce aqueous dispersion with isolated graphene
nanosheets.

Samulski and coworkers first reported chemical pathways
toward producing isolated and sulfonated graphene that is
soluble in aqueous media by reducing GO in two stages.67

The pre-reduction of GO was carried out with sodium boro-
hydride at 80 1C for 1 h to remove most of the oxygen-related
functionality. After that, sulfonation of GO was then performed
in an ice bath with an aryl diazonium salt of sulfanilic acid for
2 h, followed by post-reduction with hydrazine at 100 1C for
24 h to remove any remaining oxygen functionality. The highly
negative charge of the sulfonate group was easily generated due
to the very low pKa (�6.62) of the sulfonic acid group inducing
significant repulsion between the graphene nanosheets, thus

preventing the graphene nanosheets from aggregating in
aqueous media and improving aqueous dispersity.

Due to GO’s good biocompatibility, excellent mechanical
strength, and high electric conductivity, GO can be applied to
biomedicine and clinical diagnostics such as biosensor68–70

and bioenzyme electrodes.71 Furthermore, GO can be applied
to water splitting application due to its superior electron
mobility. Therefore, in order to extend the application range
of GO in biological and photocatalytic applications, it is impor-
tant to modify the surface of GO to further increase solubility
in water.

3.2 Non-aqueous suspension

The dispersibility of exfoliated GO was initially investigated to
understand the interactive forces in different solvents.66 GO
can be dispersed in only a few solvents such as water and NMP,
and is slightly soluble in DMF, and EG. The poor solubility of
GO in organic solvents is due to the combination of highly
polar surface functional groups and lamellar morphology that
gradually leads to aggregation and precipitation. To mitigate
this, the covalent functionalization of GO nanosheets with
model compounds that resemble the chemical nature of the
desired solvent is generally performed to improve the disper-
sion of GO. As a representative example, GO nanosheets can be
chemically functionalized with ethanolamine (EA), ethylene
glycol (EG), and sulfanilic acid (SA) to bestow excellent disper-
sion stability in the respective organic solvent, especially EG as
a model coolant (Fig. 3a).39 Specifically, carboxylic acids groups
on the GO nanosheets react with amine groups in EA through

Fig. 3 (a) Schematic illustration and the instability index of covalently functionalized GO derivatives in water, a water/ethylene glycol (EG) mixture, and
EG (reprinted with permission from ref. 39. Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society). (b) Dispersions of GO/PS in various organic solvents (reprinted
with permission from ref. 73. Copyright 2011 Elsevier). (c) Schematic representation of the fabrication of oleic diethanolamide borate (ODAB)-grafted GO
nanosheets (MGO) and (d) the average friction coefficient values of the base oil, ODAB-based oil, and MGO-based oil under different loads (reprinted
with permission from ref. 90. Copyright 2017 American Chemical Society).
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EDC-mediated surface modification. In parallel, GO functiona-
lized with EG (GO-EG) can be synthesized by ring-opening of
the epoxy groups with hydroxy groups under basic conditions.
Sulfonated GO (GO-SA) was separately prepared by applying
diazonium chemistry through directly anchoring sulfonic acid
containing aryl radicals on the surface of the graphitic layer.
The functionalized GO derivatives were successfully dispersed
in EG at a concentration of 9.0 mg mL�1 (0.50 vol%). Especially,
GO-EG and GO-EA showed enhanced dispersibility approxi-
mately 96 and 48 times higher than unreacted GO nanosheets,
respectively, in EG.

Alkyl and aryl isocyanate modification of GO can induce
stable dispersion in polar aprotic solvents by making the
hydroxyl and carboxyl groups on the GO nanosheets into
carbamate and amide groups, respectively.72 In contrast to
the parent GO, the isocyanate-treated GO is not dispersed in
water at all. However, after a short ultrasonic treatment, stable
colloidal dispersions can be readily formed in polar aprotic
solvents such as DMF, NMP, dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), and
hexamethylphosphoramide (HMPA). The phenyl isocyanate-
treated GO in DMF forms the dark brown dispersion, which
is stable for weeks without forming any visible precipitate.

Yang et al. modified graphite oxide with alkyne-terminated
PS via click chemistry.73 Azido-modified GO was synthesized via
esterification and substitution of the hydroxyl groups on the
surface of GO nanosheets. The PS-grafted graphene is obtained
by grafting alkyne-functionalized PS onto the surface of the GO.
The functionalized GO displayed excellent solubility in polar
solvents such as THF, DMF, and chloroform (Fig. 3b). Besides
these methods, the preparation paths for the target hydroxy-
related functionalization of GO have been extended to enhance
the dispersibility of GO in a variety of organic solvents.

As demonstrated by these examples, significant efforts have
been directed toward the covalent functionalization of GO
to afford the necessary solubility in organic solvents. These
methods will open up further opportunities for a wide range of
potential applications of GO nanosheets, such as organo-
catalysts,74,75 polymer composites,76 and lubricant additives.77,78

The dispersion stability coupled with the high surface area of the
GO nanosheets presents the high catalytic efficiency of organic
compounds.79 Furthermore, the homogenous dispersion of
functionalized GO in solvents and matrix polymers allows the
incorporation of GO nanosheets as a conducting filler into poly-
mer composites, resulting in excellent composites possessing high
mechanical strength, electrical conductivity, and flexibility.80

In addition, the dispersibility of alkylated GO in hydrocarbon
solvents is observed to induce long-term dispersion stability in
lubricating oil.81 The weak van der Waals interactions between
the atomic-thick lamellar structures of GO sheets reduce shear
resistance and lower friction.82 The examples of the application of
GO as the lubricant additives are described more in the following
section.

3.3 Tribological properties

Liquid lubricants are placed to sliding interfaces through oil
delivery mechanisms, whereas solid lubricants are applied as

thin films by using physical and/or chemical vapor deposition
methods.83 The solid lubricant films eventually wear out and
lose lubricating effectiveness due to their finite thickness.
In addition, they are more sensitive to oxygen, and humidity
in the surrounding air, whereas the liquid lubricants are
environmentally less sensitive and highly durable, making
them more desirable as robust lubricants. Graphene can be
potentially used as a lubricant due to its high surface area,
superior mechanical strength, and excellent thermal conduc-
tivity. In particular, the weak van der Waals interactions
between the lamellar structures of graphene play an important
role when graphene is used as an additive to lower shear
resistance and reduce friction.84–86 However, the poor long-
term dispersion stability of graphene in lubricating oils has
created a major challenge for its use in the lubricant industry.
This is because graphene tends to become agglomerated in
most lubricants due to highly cohesive interactions and its poor
dispersibility. As an alternative, chemically reactive GO can be
applied as an additive via chemical functionalization to
improve its dispersion stability in lubricating oils. For example,
the grafting of long alkyl chains onto GO increases the disper-
sibility of the resulting modified GO in mineral and synthetic
lubricating oils. The compatibility of GO in lubricants is
primarily driven by the weak van der Waals force between the
long alkyl chains grafted on GO and the hydrocarbon moiety of
the lubricating base oil.87

The carboxyl groups in GO bestow tremendous potential for
covalent functionalization with various oil-compatible organic
moieties. Specifically, thionyl chloride used as a coupling agent
with carboxylic groups can be selectively targeted for alkyl-
amine grafting via amide linkage. The long alkyl chains of
octadecylamine (ODA) modified GO (GO-ODA) provide suffi-
cient cohesive interaction with hexadecane, leading to the
uniform dispersion of GO-ODA in lubricating oil that, at a
concentration of 0.06 mg mL�1, decreased the coefficient of
friction and wear scar diameter of hexadecane by 26% and 9%,
respectively.88 The enhanced tribological performance of
GO-ODA was attributed to its uninterrupted presence between
the steel ball and friction surface.

Khatri and coworkers also prepared GO-ODA that was well
dispersible in lubricating oil.89 Simultaneous reduction of the
oxygen functional groups in GO restores the graphitic structure,
and the resulting GO-ODA nanosheets at the contact interfaces
not only protect the surface against tribo-damage from unde-
sirable wear but also significantly reduce friction. In another
approach, oleic diethanolamide borate (ODAB) has been selec-
tively functionalized on GO through amide linkage (Fig. 3c).90

The resultant GO-ODAB showed excellent dispersibility in the
base oil, and using 0.02 wt% GO-ODAB between the steel ball
and friction surface reduced the coefficient of friction and wear
scar diameter by 38.4% and 42%, respectively (Fig. 3d).

Dodecyl chains were grafted on the surface of GO via click
chemistry. Alkyne-functionalized GO is prepared via amide
linkage with carboxylic acid groups of GO, followed by the click
coupling between alkyne grafted GO and azidodecane. The
resulting decane-functionalized GO as an additive for petroleum
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lube oil enhanced the tribological properties by reducing the
friction and wear by 16% and 30%, respectively.91 Therefore, solid
lubricant additives are very important for low friction and protec-
tion of contact surfaces, which can be achieved by dispersion of
graphene nanosheets in the applicable lubrication oil.

Over the last decade, considerable efforts have been made
for covalent functionalization of GO to achieve stable disper-
sion in lubrication oils, and the poor solubility of GO in
lubricants has primarily been overcome by introducing hydro-
phobic chains like alkyl groups on the surface of the GO
nanosheet. Thus, covalent chemical functionalization of
GO can afford novel additives that are stably dispersible in
lubricating oils.

4. Conductivity

Chemically oxidized GO nanosheets produced by oxidation and
exfoliation has been difficult to apply in the field of electronic
devices since GO itself exhibits low electrical properties due to
the presence of various defect sites in the GO nanosheets.48,92

As the oxygen content of GO increases, the sp2 structure of GO
is damaged, resulting in a decrease in electrical conductivity,
particularly when the oxygen content exceeds 25 wt%.21

To improve the electrical properties of GO by restoring the

sp2 network, many approaches have been reported to thermally
or chemically reduce GO toward energy applications.

Meanwhile, the hydrophilic functional groups on the surface
and edges of GO together with its large specific surface
area improve the ionic conductivity.93 By functionalization
of GO, more interconnected ion transport channels can be
provided,94,95 and the ion transport pathway can be shortened
by reducing interlayer interaction to further improve ionic
conductivity.96 In this section, we describe the examples of
improving the electrical and/or ionic conductivity of GO
through covalent functionalization toward its use in various
applications such as supercapacitors, sensors, batteries, and
flexible devices.97

4.1 Electrical conductivity

Kong and coworkers reported the covalent functionalization of
reduced GO aerogel (RGOA) through diazotization and amida-
tion to graft a conducting polymer, polyaniline (PANI) for
capacitive material onto the surface of RGOA (Fig. 4a).98 Cova-
lent linkage between the RGOA and PANI enables not only to
enhance electrical conductivity, but also to prevent the agglo-
meration of graphene nanosheets while increasing the surface
area of the RGOA. As a result, the PANI-grafted RGOA exhibited
higher capacitive performance (396 F g�1 at 10 A g�1) than that
of RGOA (183 F g�1 at 10 A g�1). The PANI-grafted RGOA also

Fig. 4 (a) Preparation route of covalent functionalization of rGO aerogel (RGOA) with polyaniline (PANI) (reprinted with permission from ref. 98.
Copyright 2019 Royal Society of Chemistry). (b) (left) Conductivity of scaffolds with various amounts of polydopamine-reduced GO (pGO) and hydrazine-
reduced GO (hGO). (right) Electrical conductivity of scaffolds with varying pGO or hGO content (reprinted with permission from ref. 99. Copyright 2019
American Chemical Society). (c) Schematics of single-layer diazonium-functionalized graphene through laser processing (reprinted with permission from
ref. 100. Copyright 2020 Royal Society of Chemistry).
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demonstrated a high cycling stability of 56% capacitance
retention after 4000 charge/discharge cycles at 10 A g�1. These
features showed that PANI-grafted RGOA is suitable for high-
performance supercapacitor electrodes.

In another approach, Lu and coworkers fabricated poly-
dopamine-reduced GO (pGO)-incorporated into a chitosan
(CS) and silk fibroin (SF) scaffold (pGO-CS/SF) to develop an
electroactive wound dressing that can respond to physiological
electrical signals (Fig. 4b).99 In this strategy, functionalized GO
with the catechol moiety was reduced to pGO upon self-
polymerization of dopamine, resulting in restoring the high
conductivity of pGO. Inherently, CS/SF is non-conductive, but
along with an increase in pGO content, the electrical conduc-
tivity of the CS/SF scaffold was increased significantly. Also,
it is worth to note that pGO demonstrated higher conductivity
than the control group using hydrazine-reduced GO (hGO),
which only had the conductivity of 0.1 S cm�1. Since pGO was
well distributed in the scaffold along with the formation of
electronic pathway, it resulted in improved electrical conductivity.
The maximum conductivity of pGO-CS/SF reached 0.26 S cm�1,
which enables the transmittance of electric signals to regulate
cellular activities.

Sheremet and co-workers produced single-layer diazonium-
functionalized graphene through a strategy to improve electrical
conductivity by cleaving C–aryl group bonds through laser irradia-
tion (LMod-G) (Fig. 4c).100 The strategy is unusual in that it differs
from the conventional case of functionalized GO that becomes
conductive owing to the removal of oxygen-containing groups and
reduction. The cleavage of C–aryl group bonds via laser irradiation
affected the transformation of sp3-hybridized carbon structures to
sp2-hybridized network with the restoration of the conjugated
carbon structure. As a result, diazonium-functionalized graphene
with a low sp3-carbon content was formed, and the electrons can
flow freely through the LMod-G film, resulting in excellent
electrical conductivity. The conductance of LMod-G with
2.7 mm thickness was 275.8 � 10�9 S. Due to this improved
electrical conductivity, LMod-G showed significantly improved
sensitivity of up to 15-fold than that of GO to breath (water vapor
and CO2) and the detection of ethanol, thereby demonstrating its
applicability as a breath sensor.

4.2 Ionic conductivity

Kim et al. has produced ionic-liquid modified reduced GO (rGO-
IL) nanosheets anchoring manganese oxide (Mn3O4) (Fig. 5a).101

Fig. 5 (a) Schematic representation of the ionic-liquid modification of the surface of GO and the subsequent formation of manganese oxide
nanoparticles (reprinted with permission from ref. 101. Copyright 2011 Royal Society of Chemistry). (b) Schematic illustrations of the formation of
ionic-liquid-modified GO (GO-IL) and its derivatives (reprinted with permission from ref. 102. Copyright 2017 Elsevier). (c) Synthetic process of GO-based
nanoscale ionic materials (NIM-GO) for application in proton exchange membranes with corresponding proton conductivity changes with respect to
relative humidity (reprinted with permission from ref. 103. Copyright 2019 American Chemical Society).
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The introduction of the ionic-liquid moiety increased the solubility
of GO in a wide range of solvents, which can facilitate the
separation of ionic groups. Hence, the ionic conductivity of GO
was enhanced and Mn3O4 nanoparticles could easily grow onto the
rGO-IL nanosheets via electrostatic interactions and hydrolysis.
Especially, rGO-IL/Mn3O4 (10 : 1) nanoparticles displayed a surface
resistance of 61.1 ohm sq�1, indicating higher conductivity than
rGO-IL/Mn3O4 (2 : 1) with a higher Mn3O4 ratio (52.5%), in which
the surface resistance was 120.3 ohm sq�1. Furthermore, rGO-IL/
Mn3O4 (10 : 1) had a maximum peak power density of 120 mW
cm�2, showing the possibility of its application as a cathode
material in Zn–air batteries.

Kowsari and Chirani prepared covalent ionic-liquid-
functionalized GO (GO-IL) and its derivatives as a highly
effective electrolyte additive for dye-sensitized solar cells
(Fig. 5b).102 They demonstrated that GO-IL formed a molecular
bridge for electron transfer in the IL-based electrolyte due to
the presence of polar alkyl chains improving the movement
of free ions in an arranged pathway. As a result, the ionic
conductivity improved by approximately two-fold to 3.14 � 10�4

S cm�1 when the GO-IL additive was used in the standard
electrolyte.

In another notable example, Jiang and coworkers reported
that the ionic conductivity of GO was improved by sulfonation
(Fig. 5c).103 In this study, GO was sulfonated with 3-(trihydrox-
ysilyl)-1-propanesulfonic acid and subsequently neutralized
with an amino-terminated polyoxypropylene-b-polyoxyethylene
block copolymer (NIMs-GO). The synthesized NIMS-GO formed
a very efficient proton-hopping site and a wide range of
hydrogen-bonding networks by the introduction of sulfonic
acid/amine acid–base pairs. In addition, owing to the intro-
duction of the polyoxyethylene group, its water uptake and
retention ability was enhanced even under low humidity oper-
ating conditions, and proton transfer occurred smoothly.

Consequently, the NIMs-GO membrane exhibited a 52% increase
in proton conductivity compared to a pristine sulfonated poly-
sulfone membrane at 75 1C under 100% relative humidity,
suggesting its high potential in the proton exchange membrane
of fuel cells.

5. Catalytic activity
5.1 Carbocatalysts

In general, most previous studies have reported using GO as a
platform to provide an anchoring site for active materials and
to enhance catalytic activity. In this context, covalent functio-
nalization can be used to introduce active ligands that can bind
to metals and metal ions to improve catalytic performance.
For example, our group reported GO functionalized with the
mussel-inspired chemical moiety, dopamine (GO-Dopa).104 The
catechol groups of dopamine offer electrons for reducing Ag ions to
form Ag nanoparticles on the surface of GO-Dopa. The resulting
hybrid Ag/GO-Dopa was utilized as an organocatalyst that exhibited
excellent catalytic activity in the reduction of nitroarenes.

Alternatively, GO and its derivatives are attracting consider-
able attention as promising metal-free heterogeneous catalysts
owing to their high surface area, easy recyclability, and the
variety of functional groups. In the case of pristine GO, its
acidic and oxidative nature allows it to serve as a heterogeneous
acid or oxidant.105 In a pioneering study, Bielawski group
showed that GO could serve as an efficient catalyst for the
aerobic oxidation of benzylic hydrocarbons with high conver-
sion (498%) and selectivity (495%) under mild conditions.106

Moreover, the catalytic reactivity could be sustained for up to 10
cycles, albeit with a modest reduction after the first run.

Loh group further developed the application of GO in
various organic reactions (Fig. 6a).107 As a notable example,

Fig. 6 Representative examples for GO-based carbocatalysts. (a) Base- and acid-treated GO (ba-GO) catalyzes the oxidative coupling of primary amines
(reprinted with permission from ref. 107. Copyright 2012 Springer Nature). (b) Sulfonated GO as a solid catalyst for the hydrolysis of ethyl acetate
(reprinted with permission from ref. 58. Copyright 2010 Royal Society of Chemistry). (c) Amine-functionalized GO for hydrolysis and Knoevenagel
condensation (reprinted with permission from ref. 108. Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society).
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they synthesized base- and acid-treated GO that displayed high
catalytic activity for the aerobic oxidation of primary amines to
their corresponding imines. Furthermore, the results from a
mechanistic investigation performed on a model system sug-
gest that carboxylic acid groups play a vital role in the catalytic
reactions. These oxidation reactions with GO open the possi-
bility of using it as the carbocatalyst for other aerobic oxidation
reactions.

GO derivatives as heterogeneous catalysts can be engineered
by covalent functionalization to anchor active sites (Table 1).
Sulfonated GO (S-GO), which is functionalized with phenylsul-
fonic acid groups by diazonium chemistry, is a representative
example of a heterogeneous acid catalyst due to its low pKa

value of �6.62 (Fig. 2).39 It has been found that S-GO demon-
strated high activity for the hydrolysis of ethyl acetate and could
be recycled several times without chemical degradation
(Fig. 6b).58

Li group first reported a GO-based acid–base bifunctional
catalyst by using the intrinsic carboxylic acids on the edges and
the amine groups post-grafted onto the GO basal surface
(Fig. 6c).108 Amine groups incorporated via silylation showed
good catalytic activity in one-pot deacetalization-Knoevenagel
cascade reactions. Since GO-based catalysts create isolated
regions of acid–base functionality, they reacted independently
with different reactants, resulting in high selectivity and yields.
Further studies and the detailed utilization of GO derivatives as
carbocatalysts are summarized in Table 1.

More recently, several groups have developed GO-based
carbocatalysts for the multi-step conversion of biomass chemi-
cals to value-added products.109,110 Biomass feedstocks such as
cellulose and biomass-derived substrates hold significant
potential for future industrial applications. The application of
efficient heterogeneous catalysts to transform biomass into
valuable products is one of the main current challenges in

green chemistry. In this context, reduced sulfonated GO
obtained from the reaction of rGO using a sulfanilic acid
diazonium salt intermediate was employed as an acid catalyst
to produce furfural from xylose solution.111 In addition, a
reusable reduced sulfonated GO catalyst for the catalytic dehy-
dration of xylose produced a high yield of furfural (B66%).
Similarly, it has been reported that sulfonated GO can serve as a
solid catalyst for the conversion of 5-hydroxymethylfurfural into
biofuels such as alkyl levulinate and 5-alkoxymethylfurfural.112

Compared to commercial catalysts (Amberlyst-15), the sulfo-
nated GO produced a high yield with the necessary stability
over consecutive catalytic runs.

As covered in this section, GO-based heterogeneous catalysts
possess extraordinary advantages in terms of sustainability
and tunability when designing the active catalytic centers to
promote the desired catalytic reaction.

5.2 Photocatalysts

Efficient photocatalysts can be designed by combining photo-
responsive materials with GO to accelerate photoreactions with
electron–hole pair generation. Since the carrier mobility and
high specific area of GO enables the efficient charge transfer in
the hybrid material, GO has been applied for donor–acceptor
hybrid materials with photoactive moieties. Thus, the notable
electron mobility of GO can enhance the photocatalytic activity
of conventional materials that suffer from rapid recombination
of electron–hole pairs. In this section, we describe the photo-
responsive properties of GO derivatives and their applications
in photocatalysis and photovoltaics.

Ru complexes have been widely used as a photosensitizer
due to their excellent photostability, light-harvesting capability,
and efficient charge transport behavior. As a representative
example, Jain group synthesized a heterogeneous photocatalyst
comprising a GO-based Ru composite for the photocatalytic

Table 1 Catalytic reactions using GO and its derivatives as carbocatalysts

Catalyst Reaction Conditions
Yield
(%) Ref.

GO Aerobic oxidation of
alcohol

Catalysts 5–200 wt%, under air, 25–150 1C, 3–144 h 98 Dreyer et al.106

GO Aza-Michael addition of
amines

Catalyst 0.025 mg, amine 1 mmol, unsaturated compounds
1.2 mmol, room temperature, 30 min

97 Vermar et al.113

GO Friedel–Crafts reactions Catalyst 3 wt%, room temperature, styrene oxide 1.0 mmol,
indole 1.2 mmol, 96 h

80 Acocella et al.114

Base- and acid-treated
GO

Oxidative coupling of
amines

Catalyst 5 wt%, amine 1 g, under air, 90 1C, 12 h. 98 Su et al.107

Sulfonated GO Ring-opening of epoxides Catalyst 5 mg, substrate 1 mL, methanol 10 mL, room
temperature, 1–24 h

99 Dhakshinamoorthy
et al.115

Sulfonated GO Dehydration of xylose Catalyst 2 wt%, under air, 200 1C, 35 min 62 Lam et al.111

Sulfonated GO Hydrolysis of ethyl acetate Catalyst 20 mg, ethyl acetate 0.375 mL, under air, 70 1C, 6 h 64 Ji et al.58

Sulfonated GO Transesterification Catalyst 5 wt%, under air, 150 1C, 2–4 h 93 Wang et al.116

Sulfonated GO Conversion of 5-hydroxy
methylfurfural.

Catalyst 10 wt%, 0.33 M HMF, under air, 110–140 1C 94 Antunes et al.112

Sulfonated GO Conversion of glucose to
5-hydroxy methylfurfural

Catalyst 60 mg, glucose 10 wt%, under air, 170 1C, 2 h 19.5 Li et al.117

Amine-functionalized
GO

Acetal hydrolysis and
condensation

Catalyst 0.080 mmol, benzaldehyde dimethyl acetal 0.5 mmol,
ethyl cyanoacetate 0.60 mmol, toluene 5.0 mL, 80 1C, 3 h

95 Dhakshinamoorthy
et al.118

Amine and sulfonic
acid-functionalized
GO

Deacetalization-
nitroaldol reaction

Catalyst 40 mg, benzaldehyde dimethyl acetal 2 mmol,
nitromethane 10 mL, 90 1C, under N2, 4 h

95 Li et al.119
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CO2 reduction to methanol under visible light irradiation
(Fig. 7a).120 Specifically, the trinuclear Ru complex based on
phenanthroline ligands was grafted onto the carboxylic acid
group on the GO surface. The Ru complex facilitates the
transportation of photoinduced electrons from it to the con-
duction band of GO. As a result, the GO–Ru complex displayed
a reduction in the CO2 to methanol yield of 3977.57 �
5.60 mmol gcat

�1 under a 20 W white cold LED, which is a
higher photocatalytic performance than GO without the Ru
complex (Fig. 7b). In addition, these catalysts could be easily
recovered and reused for 4 subsequent runs without a signifi-
cant loss of catalytic activity.

In another approach, Yao et al. synthesized a photocatalyst
consisting of rGO nanosheets as an electron acceptor and
covalent organic frameworks (COFs) as a photoactive material
(rGO-COF) via the facile grafting of phenylenediamine to rGO,
which was then incorporated into the synthetic process for the
COFs.121 The resulting rGO-COF showed an enhanced H2

evolution rate of 11.98 mmol g�1 h under visible-light irradia-
tion, which was 4.85 and 2.50 times higher than pure COF and
GO/COF without any covalent coupling between the two com-
ponents, respectively. The enhanced photocatalytic property
was attributed to the covalently grafted rGO in the composite
that not only promotes the separation of photogenerated
charges as an electron acceptor but also serves as an active
electron transporter. Furthermore, the uniform morphology of

the evenly distributed COFs on the layered rGO nanosheets can
facilitate the migration of photoexcited electrons.

Fang and coworkers reported that rGO nanosheets grafted
with polypyridyl-Ru-derivatized polystyrene (PS-Ru) exhibited
enhanced photocurrent and power conversion efficiency over
five-fold higher than those of devices without rGO (Fig. 7c and
d).122 Ru(II) polypyridine derivatized polymer was formed from
methyl bromoisobutyrate initiation units on the hydroxyl group
of rGO by atom transfer radical polymerization. The graphene
moiety in the hybrid material acted as an excellent supporting
matrix for the photo-responsive Ru complexes as well as offer-
ing superior electron transfer to suppress the recombination of
photoinduced charges.

Furthermore, Vinoth et al. synthesized a hybrid material
consisting of rGO and Ru complex with polyaniline (PANI–Ru)
that was grafted onto the hydroxyl groups of the rGO
nanosheets via covalent functionalization to afford rGO/PANI–
Ru.123 The chemical connection between PANI–Ru and rGO
facilitates the photogenerated electron transfer from the Ru
complex to rGO through the backbone of the conjugated PANI
polymer chains. Polymer solar cells fabricated with rGO/PANI–
Ru attained an almost 6-fold and 2-fold improvement in open
circuit potential (Voc) and short circuit current density ( Jsc)
compared to the control device using PANI–Ru without rGO
under the illumination of AM1.5G. The superior electron
transfer and charge separation characteristics of rGO further

Fig. 7 (a) Possible mechanisms of the photocatalytic reduction by GO with an Ru-based photocatalyst (reprinted with permission from ref. 120.
Copyright 2014 Royal Society of Chemistry). (b) Conversion of CO2 to methanol using a GO-based Ru complex (reprinted with permission from ref. 120.
Copyright 2014 Royal Society of Chemistry). (c) Schematic representation of a reduced GO-PS based Ru composite (RGO-PSRu) (reprinted with
permission from ref. 122. Copyright 2013 American Chemical Society). (d) Current density–voltage curves of RGO-PSRu/PC60BM/Al (reprinted with
permission from ref. 122. Copyright 2013 American Chemical Society).
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promoted the electron injection from PANI–Ru to phenyl-C61-
butyric acid methyl ester (PC60BM) acting as an electron
acceptor polymer that consequently improved the overall per-
formance of the polymer solar cells.

These several outstanding examples demonstrate that cova-
lent functionalization chemistry on the surface of GO can
enhance photocatalytic activity by combining it with photo-
active materials, resulting in the synergistic effect of functional
moieties and an efficient charge transfer capacity. Combining
various photo-responsive materials with GO will possibly
expand GO’s potential for use in a wider range of applications
(Table 2).

5.3 Electrocatalysts

To overcome energy crises and environmental pollution,
numerous efforts have been devoted to alternative and renew-
able energy that can be substituted for conventional fossil fuel-
based energy system. One promising solution is the utilization
of key electrochemical energy conversion reactions, including
oxygen evolution reaction (OER), hydrogen evolution reaction
(HER), oxygen reduction reaction (ORR), carbon dioxide
reduction reaction (CO2RR), and nitrogen reduction reaction
(NRR).127,128 Typically, electrocatalysts based on noble metals
such as Pt, Ir, and Ru have been widely used for these electro-
chemical reactions. In particular, Pt/C catalyst is the most
widely used commercially owing to its excellent adsorption
and charge transfer.129,130 However, there are still some chal-
lenges concerning the high cost, low selectivity, poor stability,
and vulnerability to gas poisoning.131,132 Therefore, significant
research endeavor has been devoted to fabricating alternative
electrocatalysts with high abundance, excellent efficiency, and
good stability.

In this context, modified GO has stood as a new class of
metal-free electrocatalyst. Various oxygen- and nitrogen-containing
groups in GO can absorb the active reactant and transfer electrons
at the electrode interface.127,133 In this section, we will introduce
examples of improving electrocatalytic performance by modifica-
tion of GO. The quantitative comparison of catalyst performance
through parameters such as overpotential, Tafel slope, and limiting

current density with pristine GO or commercial Pt/C catalysts is
also presented (Table 3).

5.3.1 Functionalized GO electrocatalysts. The chemical
functionalization of GO can further improve its chemical,
electrical, and physical properties without compromising the
intrinsic properties of the graphene structure.134 In addition,
functionalization can open the band gap by controlling the
conjugation length of the delocalized carbon lattice, thus
improving the electronic properties and catalytic activity.135,136

It is also possible to precisely control changes in the charac-
teristics according to site-specific reactions and to introduce
heterogeneous functional structures.137

In particular, many studies have reported improving the
electrocatalytic activity of GO by covalent functionalization with
N-containing functional groups such as amino acids and
amines that are more nucleophilic than the oxygen atoms in
GO. Hence, interfacial bonding between GO and the substance
of interest increases after functionalization. Thus, the functio-
nalization of GO increases the number of active sites and
endows superb electrocatalytic performance.138 As an example
of introducing an amino acid, Sathe and coworkers used
L-lysine-functionalized rGO (Ly-rGO) as a catalyst for OER.139

The increased number of active sites in the Ly-rGO electro-
catalyst effectively adsorbed OH� species from water and
removed electrons to form intermediates. As a result, Ly-rGO
exhibited improved OER properties compared to GO. For
example, the overpotential of 330 mV for Ly-rGO was lower
than that for GO of 650 mV at a current density of 10 mA cm�2.
In addition, a lower Tafel slope of 80 mV dec�1 was observed in
Ly-rGO compared to GO of 88 mV dec�1.

As an example of introducing an amine, Kim and Ahmed
prepared the porous rGO catalysts with different linkages
to prepare rGO-sp2-rGO and rGO-sp3-rGO, through covalent
amidation with sp3-hybridized 1,4-diaminobutane and sp2-
hybridized 1,4-diaminobenzene, respectively (Fig. 8a).140 Each
type of linkage was used as a junction between the rGO layers to
improve the electrocatalytic activity for ORR resulting from
interlayer charge transfer. rGO-sp3-rGO was more active than
rGO-sp2-rGO in terms of ORR performance due to improved

Table 2 Photocatalytic reactions of GO functionalized with photosensitive materials

Covalent functionalization Application Role of GO Performance Ref.

Co phthalocyanine Photoreduction of CO2

into methanol
Electron acceptor Enhanced methanol conversion rate over pristine

GO (3781.8881 mmol g�1)
Kumar et al.124

Ru trinuclear polyazine
complex

Photoreduction of CO2
into methanol

Electron acceptor Enhanced methanol conversion rate over pristine
GO (3977.57 � 5.60 mmol g�1)

Kumar et al.120

Heteroleptic Ru complex Photoreduction of CO2

into methanol
Electron acceptor Enhanced methanol conversion rate over pristine

GO (2050 mmol g�1)
Kumar et al.125

Re-2,20-bipyridine complex Photoreduction of CO2

into CO
Electron acceptor Enhanced photocatalytic efficiency and photo-

stability for the conversion of CO2 into CO (total
turnover number Z 580)

Tian et al.126

Covalent organic
frameworks

H2 evolution reaction Electron acceptor Enhanced H2 evolution rate (11.98 mol g�1 h�1);
4.85 and 2.50 times higher than pure COF and rGO/
COF without covalent connection

Yao et al.121

Polypyridyl-Ru-derivatized
polystyrene

Photovoltaic cell Electron acceptor Enhanced photocurrent relative to devices without
rGO (0.11 mA cm�2)

Fang et al.122

Pyridyl benzimidazole-based
Ru complex coated with
polyaniline

Photovoltaic cell Electron acceptor Enhanced open circuit potential (0.19 V) and short
circuit current density (0.03 mA cm�2) over the
standard device made without rGO

Vinoth et al.123
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specific surface area, a hierarchical porous structure, and
p-electron interaction-free interlayer charge transfer. rGO-sp3-rGO

attained an excellent current density of 0.71 mA cm�2 and an onset
potential of �100 mV, with a 1.4-times higher limiting diffusion

Table 3 Representative catalytic reactions of functionalized GO as electrocatalysts

Type Component Effect Catalytic performance Reaction Ref.

Covalent
functionalization

Lysine Enhances the number of catalytic active sites
via increasing N-containing groups

Overpotential: 330 mV at
10 mA cm�2

OERa Sapner
et al.139

Tafel slope: 80 mV dec�1

Excellent current stability
for 5000 s

Tyramine Enhances the number of catalytic active sites
where hydroxyl radicals can be adsorbed

Onset potential:
B1390 mV vs. RHE

OERa Sapner
et al.127

Overpotential: 176 mV at
2 mA cm�2

Tafel slope: 69 mV dec�1

Metallophthalocyanine
polymer

Provides an electron transport bridge and a
large specific surface area

Overpotential: 210 mV at
1 mA cm�2

HERb Wang
et al.152

Tafel slope: 216 mV dec�1

Double-layer capacitance:
203 mF cm�2

Pyridine Enhances the number of catalytic active sites
via increasing N-containing groups

Peak potential: �280 mV ORRc Ensafi
et al.153Number of electrons: 3.74

Ammonia Enhances the number of catalytic active sites
via increasing amine groups

Onset potential: �70 mV ORRc Navaee
and
Salimi138

Peak current density:
1.15 mA cm�2

1,4-Diaminobutane,
1,4-diaminobenzene

Enhances the number of catalytic active sites
via increasing N-containing groups

Peak potential: �280 mV ORRc Ahmed
and Kim140Peak current density:

0.71 mA cm�2

Onset potential: �100 mV
Number of electrons:
3.95–3.98

Monothiol Enhances chemical and physical properties
via the introduction of S

Onset potential: 45 mV ORRc Chua and
Pumera134

Terpyridine Induces intermolecular charge transfer Number of electrons:
3.63–3.92

ORRc Song
et al.154

Pyridine Induces paramagnetic centers via the
formation of aryloxy radicals

Onset potential: �87 mV
vs. SCE

ORRc Jahan
et al.155

Current density:
�4.5 mA cm�2

Number of electrons: B4
Pyridine derivative Enhances the number of catalytic active sites

via the introduction of pyridinic-N
Faradaic efficiency: 45.8% CRRd Yuan

et al.141

Polydopamine Adds N and S during post-modification Difference between OER
and ORR metrics: 880 mV

OER,a

ORRc
Qu et al.156

Doping Pyridinic-N-doped Enhances the number of catalytic active sites
and the absorption of hydrogen

Tafel slope: 100.56 mV
dec�1

HERb Zheng
et al.147

N and S co-doped Provides a fast electron transfer path via
co-doping with N and S

Operating potential:
�560 mV

HERb Ito et al.157

Tafel slope: 105 mV dec�1

N-Doped Introduces a metal@carbon core–shell
structure

Onset potential: �14 mV HERb Jiang
et al.158Overpotential: 70 mV at

�10 mA cm�2

Tafel slope: 64 mV dec�1

N-Doped Forms microporous holes that lead to edge
defects

Onset potential:
B1100 mV

ORRc Dumont
et al.159

Half-wave potential: 840 V
vs. RHE

B-Doped Introduces electron-deficient B-doped sites for
strong N2 adsorption

NH3 production rate:
9.8 mg (h�cm2)�1

NRRe Yu et al.150

Faradic efficiency: 10.8%
Ni-N-Modified Enhances the number of catalytic active sites

via the introduction of N moieties
Faradaic efficiency: 90% CRRd Su et al.160

Tafel slope: 126 mV dec�1

N and P dual-doped Enhances charge delocalization and
introduces a hierarchically porous structure

Difference between the
OER and ORR potentials:
710 mV

OER,a

ORRc
Li et al.151

N-Doped Facilitates the formation of graphitic N Kinetic-limiting current:
9.0 mA cm�2 at �400 mV

OER,a

ORRc
Li et al.161

Number of electrons: 3.8

a OER: oxygen evolution reaction. b HER: hydrogen evolution reaction. c ORR: oxygen reduction reaction. d CO2RR: CO2 reduction reaction. e NRR:
N2 reduction reaction.
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current density than non-functionalized rGO. Furthermore, rGO-
sp3-rGO posed the potential to replace the commercial Pt/C catalyst
with a Tafel slope of 61 mV dec�1, similar to commercial Pt/C of
60 mV dec�1. In terms of stability, the rGO-sp3-rGO catalyst
indicated a high relative current value of 88.5% even after 30 000 s,
while the Pt/C catalyst showed a gradual decrease with a current
loss of 57% under the identical period.

Lu and coworkers fabricated functionalized GO with five
different pyridine derivatives: pyridoxine, 4-hydroxypyridine,
4-aminopyridine, 8-hydroxyquionline, and 5-amino-1,10-
phenanthroline.141 Pyridinic-N has a lone pair of electrons
capable of binding with CO2, and a high electron density that
hinders the formation of CO, thereby reducing CO2 to ethanol.
Above all, since pyridoxine contains strong electron-donating
groups such as –OH and –CH3, functionalization with pyridoxine
can increase the electronegativity of pyridinic-N. Remarkably, GO
modified with pyridoxine demonstrated an optimal catalytic
ability for the electrochemical reduction of CO2 to ethanol with
an overall faradaic efficiency that reached 45.8% unlike pristine
GO with no catalytic activity.

Several researchers have also reported heteroatom-doped
GO as efficient electrocatalysts synthesized through covalent
functionalization using various small organic molecules and
subsequent thermal treatment. For example, a series of N-doped
rGO (NRGO) was synthesized to utilize as the electrocatalysts

for ORR.41 NRGOs were synthesized according to the following
sequence (Fig. 8b). First, five sources of amine molecules
(ethylene diamine, diethylene triamine, triethylene tetramine,
tetraethylene pentamine, and pentaethylene hexamine) were
introduced into GO based on the EDC-mediated reaction
between the carboxylic acid groups of GO and the amine moiety
in the small molecules. Subsequent thermal annealing treat-
ment caused atomic rearrangement that led to the incorpora-
tion of N atoms from the functionalized amine groups into the
graphene matrix. The prepared NRGOs exhibited excellent
electrocatalytic activity through an efficient one-step, four-
electron pathway as value as commercial Pt/C catalysts. This
can be attributed to the charge polarization of the carbon
network induced by the heteroatoms. In particular, NRGO
synthesized using triethylenetetramine showed the most posi-
tive onset potential of �150 mV and the highest limiting
current density of �4.55 mA cm�2, along with the best ORR
catalytic activity. This is because the corresponding NRGO has
the most abundant pyridine-N functional groups, which are
known to be active catalytic sites for ORR due to the delocaliza-
tion of p-electrons. In addition, in an alkaline environment,
NRGO showed a high current retention rate of 73% even after
10 000 s, showing a slower attenuation than Pt/C of 60%.

5.3.2 Doped-GO electrocatalysts. Like the aforementioned
NRGO example, heteroatom-doped GO has been extensively

Fig. 8 (a) Proposed oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) mechanism on the surface of various rGO-based electrocatalysts (reprinted with permission from
ref. 140. Copyright 2017 Springer Nature). (b) Schematic representation of covalent functionalization and subsequent thermal treatment of GO (reprinted
with permission from ref. 41. Copyright 2013 Royal Society of Chemistry). (c) Schematic illustration of the bifunctional N and P dual-doped graphene/
carbon nanosheets (N,P-GCNS) oxygen electrocatalyst (reprinted with permission from ref. 151. Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society).
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investigated in the field of electrocatalysis because the hetero-
atom doping of GO can modulate the charge distribution over
the carbon network and improve the active sites on the GO
surface via the charge polarization effect.142,143 The chemical
modification for electrocatalysis can be separated into chemical
functionalization and doping, where the former involves the
covalent attachment of functional groups and the latter
involves the replacement of an element in the crystal lattice
of the material.134

As a representative example of the N-doped GO as an
electrocatalyst, Qiao and coworkers reported a metal-free electro-
catalyst based on graphitic-carbon nitride and N-doped rGO.144

The N-doping led to a sufficiently high positive charge density for
the surrounding carbon atoms due to the large electronegativity
difference between N (3.04) and C (2.55), resulting in polarization
in the carbon network. The N-doped active sites in the carbon
lattice promote the chemical adsorption of substances such as O2

that enhances reactions such as ORR and HER.145,146 Du and
coworkers also reported N-doped GO electrocatalysts for HER
formed with abundant pyridinic-N dopants by using laser
irradiation.147 The overpotential at the current density of
10 mA cm�2 was considerably reduced by over 400 mV in the
N-doped GO compared with that of pristine GO. Furthermore,
N-doped GO had a low Tafel slope of 100.56 mV dec�1. This
improved electrochemical HER performance resulted from the
high pyridinic-N ratio, which increases the adsorption of H2 and
the number of potential active sites.

On the other hand, B-doping induces p-type conductivity in
GO because B atoms are less electronegative than C atoms.
Therefore, polarized B atoms act as adsorption sites for O2 or
N2 molecules.148,149 As a notable example, Yu et al. reported B-
doped graphene fabricated by thermal annealing of GO and
boric acid for NRR electrocatalysis.150 Since N2 is a weak Lewis
base, it is ideal for creating Lewis acid catalytic sites with empty
orbitals. They demonstrated that by introducing B as a dopant
into the graphene structure, the local electron-deficient
environment at the B-doped sites provides a strong binding
site for Lewis bases, thereby greatly increasing N2 adsorption.
This B-doped graphene showed an excellent production rate of
9.8 mg h�1 cm�2 and high faradaic efficiency for NH3 produc-
tion of 10.8% at �500 mV vs. RHE, which was five to ten times
higher than those of the undoped graphene.

Recent studies have also shown that binary or multiple-
heteroatom-doped GO can provide a cost-effective strategy for
producing multifunctional electrocatalysts. This is due to the
synergistic effects arising from the electronic interactions among
the different dopants.142 For example, Gou and coworkers
reported N and P dual-doped graphene/carbon nanosheets
(N,P-GCNS) by direct pyrolysis of a polymer gel composed of
GO, PANI, and phytic acid (PA) (Fig. 8c).151 Dual-doping in
N,P-GCNS enhanced the charge delocalization and asymmetric
spin density of carbon atoms, resulting in the creation of more
active sites. Moreover, it showed rapid kinetics for promoting
O2 and OH� transportation owing to its hierarchically porous
structure. As a result, as-prepared N,P-GCNS demonstrated
superior bifunctional performance for ORR with an oxygen

reduction current density of 2.24 mA cm�2, an electron transfer
number of 3.96, and a Tafel slope of 51 mV dec�1 as well as
remarkable OER activity with an onset potential of �130 mV
and OER current density of 70.75 mA cm�2. N,P-GCNS showed
better tolerance to methanol and CO and durability compared
to Pt/C. Unlike Pt/C, the bifunctional catalyst showed little
change in current density. Moreover, N,P-GCNS demonstrated
a slight performance attenuation of 4.5%, whereas Pt/C showed
a sharp current loss of 25.9%.

6. Summary and outlook

In this review, we presented controllable physicochemical
characteristics of versatile GO scaffolds, such as dispersibility,
mechanical strength, conductivity, and catalytic active sites,
through covalent functionalization with various molecules and
polymers via the oxygen-containing chemical functional groups
on the edges and basal plane of GO. Without chemical functio-
nalization and hybridization with other counterparts, the
simple reduction of GO still poses limitations on acquiring
the physical and chemical properties required for various
practical applications. On the other hand, the introduction of
covalently bonded chemical functionalities to GO can offer a
convenient access to functionalized GO nanosheets by introdu-
cing desired molecules for target specific properties for various
applications, which in turn, can result in high catalytic activity
and the development of practical devices.

While there have been tremendous efforts and progress in
the fundamental research and technological development of
graphene-based materials in diverse fields, there are still some
challenges to overcome in the field of functionalization of GO.
For example, the preparation of homogeneous and highly
reproducible GO samples and a method of accurately accessing
the type and stoichiometry of surface functional groups as a
single molecular entity remain considerable challenges. With
the advances of the novel synthetic protocols and separation
techniques such as a bottom-up approach162 using radical
addition reactions and more accurate separation techniques
beyond current size filtration163,164 and centrifugation method165

to prepare GO nanosheets with defined structures and composi-
tions, we envision there will be enormous opportunities remains
to be explored in the future.
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